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Introduction
Capital Steel Buildings are able to offer a package that allows clients  to combine the benefits of 
a solar or hydro installation with a shed purchase

This is an effective method of providing energy and / or finance for your new installation

By investing in renewable energy solutions and a new building you can take advantage of secure 
tariff structure underwritten by the government

Our partner in this area is E-Conserve who will support the technical aspects of the installation

Capital Steel Buildings has completed in excess of 10,000 shed installations in the UK covering 
agricultural, domestic, retail and industrial applications



CSB Building Range examples 



ON GRID Solar Systems from  2Kw to 50KW ON GRID Solar Systems from  2Kw to 50KW ON GRID Solar Systems from  2Kw to 50KW ON GRID Solar Systems from  2Kw to 50KW 
systems systems systems systems 
Solar Panels are one of the most popular forms of renewable energy.  
Solar panels offer tangible benefits for your business  and the 
environment.

For your business or home , solar panels deliver a significant reduction 
in heat or electricity bills. There's also the opportunity to earn money 
from the UK Government's solar incentive schemes. 

For the environment, solar energy represents a cleaner, greener 
alternative to fossil fuels. Solar panels emit no carbon dioxide as they 
operate, helping the planet to minimise its carbon footprint. 



OFF GRID Solar Systems from  1Kw to 5kw systems OFF GRID Solar Systems from  1Kw to 5kw systems OFF GRID Solar Systems from  1Kw to 5kw systems OFF GRID Solar Systems from  1Kw to 5kw systems 

The nature of solar power makes distance from the grid an 
irrelevance - so there's virtually nowhere in the world that solar 
would not work.  Indeed, solar panel installations have been 
known to bring energy to areas that would otherwise have to go 
without power - for example rural farming regions in which it 
would be virtually impossible to lay any length of power cable.

Off Grid Solar energy stores up through the day ready for you to 
use when you require it. So while others go without you turn on 
your lights, make your tea , and charge your phone from your off 
grid solar power system.

You have got  ample power to meet your requirements.  



OFF Grid Solar SystemOFF Grid Solar SystemOFF Grid Solar SystemOFF Grid Solar System



Sizing your solar system Sizing your solar system Sizing your solar system Sizing your solar system 
One of the biggest challenges in modern solar system design is how to properly 
design a stand-alone installation. Unlike a grid-tied system, a solar system with 
batteries consists of three separate systems all working together to create, store, 
and deliver energy for your electric loads. 

You need to ensure each component is properly sized for your specific energy 
needs and environmental conditions. This will explore sizing a stand-alone solar 
system based on an average daily load in watt hours that will be calculated from 
your usage habits.



HYDRO POWER HYDRO POWER HYDRO POWER HYDRO POWER 
Small-scale hydropower is one of the most cost-effective means of producing 
clean renewable electricity. 

Hydropower can be captured wherever a flow of water falls from a higher level 
to a lower level. This may occur where a stream runs down a hillside, or a river 
passes over a waterfall or manmade weir, or where a reservoir discharges water 
back into the main river.

The vertical fall of the water, known as the head, is essential for hydropower 
generation; fast-flowing water on its own does not contain sufficient energy for 
useful power production except on a very large scale currents.



OFF Grid Hydro SystemOFF Grid Hydro SystemOFF Grid Hydro SystemOFF Grid Hydro System



HYDRO POWER HYDRO POWER HYDRO POWER HYDRO POWER 
A standard small hydro scheme would take water from a  stream by diverting it 
through an intake to the penstock pipe then on to the small generator.  Typically 
small hydro system with 15 litres per second with a head or drop of 15meters 
will produce 1Kw per hour 24/7 that’s 8760Kwhs or 8.76Mwhs per year. Not bad 
for free energy. 

In practice there are many sites that are suitable for small-scale hydro schemes 
these vary greatly. They include hilly or mountainous locations where there are 
fast-flowing mountain streams which will provide the necessary flow and head 
to produce effective power. 



Hydro installations  Hydro installations  Hydro installations  Hydro installations  ---- On and Off Grid On and Off Grid On and Off Grid On and Off Grid 

◦ Detailed site surveys 

◦ Hydro intake design 

◦ Penstock piping 

◦ Turbine sizing 

◦ Inverter / MPPT sizing 

◦ Off Grid Battery sizes

◦ Power inverter sizing 
Single installation multiple installation



Energy efficient lighting Energy efficient lighting Energy efficient lighting Energy efficient lighting –––– On and Off Grid On and Off Grid On and Off Grid On and Off Grid 

Energy efficient lighting solutions to reduce your lighting energy costs by up to 
70%. Our lighting specialists  combine creativity and ambience with architectural 
functionality. We provide a complete lighting solution that will reduce lighting 
costs whilst improving light quality.

We offer our clients a comprehensive service and regularly partner with 
specialists from related disciplines e.g. instrument manufacturers / suppliers, 
civil engineers, construction contractors and environmental specialists .





Consultancy services Consultancy services Consultancy services Consultancy services 

CSB Ltd  and E-Conserve Ltd provide a  comprehensive feasibility and design service covering all aspects of the 
applications applications. 

We provide specialist independent advice on the following elements of  alternative energy requirements. 

Our consultancy service ensures that the clients site is suitable for:-

Solar installations – On and Off Grid 
◦ Detailed site surveys 

◦ Solar installation requirements 

Solar PV power is an attractive option for most homeowners and clients . Whether your roof faces South or 
anywhere between East and West, a solar PV system can be specified depending on your situation and 
requirements.

The Feed-In Tariff (FIT) income is tax free and helps to provide long-term income (20 years from date of 
installation) and combined with the savings on your electricity bill, solar PV will help you to drastically reduce 
your electricity bills.

CSB and E-Conserve are proud to be approved high quality, independent solar panel providers with an  emphasis 
is on quality and performance to provide long-term value for our customers.


